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Abstract 
 
The main steps in the deformation detection via geodetic methods are the least square 
estimation (LSE) of each epoch, and the deformation detection between epochs. This 
research focuses on the development of an interface programs called CONVERT, to 
integrate STARNET V6 (a commercial software) and our in-house software (DEFORM99 
and GPSAD 2000), for deformation detection between two epoch (for 2D and 3D 
applications respectively). In this research, STARNET V6 is used first for LSE of each 
epoch due to its powerful adjustment capabilities. Next, CONVERT reads the special files 
created by STARNET, and create the appropriate input files for DEFORM99 and GPSAD 
2000. An example is included to show the possibility of using output from STARNET for 
deformations detection applications. 
 
 
1.   Introduction  
 
The commonly adopted methods for monitoring deformation by geodetic methods are 
based on the repeated observation of a survey monitoring network at difference epochs 
(Caspary, 1987), followed by two-step analysis (i.e. independent least squares estimation 
(LSE) or adjustment of single epoch, and deformation detection between epochs). The 
detection of deformation uses two-epoch analysis, an absolute monitoring network and a 
static model to compare the coordinate between the epochs (Halim, 1995).  
 
Surveyors and practitioners usually rely on commercial software, such as STARNET (a 
powerful adjustment commercial software). However, there is very limited number of 
commercial software for deformation detection. This research focuses on the development 
of an interface program called CONVERT (Figure 1), to integrate STARNET V6 (a 
commercial LSE software) and our in-house deformation detection software (DEFORM99 
and GPSAD 2000) for 2D and 3D applications respectively. 
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Figure 1- Linking STARNET and GPSAD2000/DEFORM99 

 
2.   STARNET 
 
STARNET V6 is a powerful windows-based software package for LSE of 2D and 3D 
survey networks (Starplus, 2000). It employs a rigorous simultaneous least squares 
adjustment using the variation of coordinates method. Data input includes angles, bearings, 
azimuths, coordinate differences, directions, distances, elevation differences, zenith angles, 
etc. For LSE, all these data can be independently or globally weighted. 
 
Approximate coordinate can be entered manually or computed automatically. STARNET 
V6 performs LSE or adjustment of network, data checking, blunder detection and pre 
analysis. For deformation detection applications, STARNET V6 provides setting for 
generating the variance covariance matrix information in a special dump (*.dmp) file.  
 
3.   DEFORM99 
 
Program DEFORM99 (Halim & Ong, 2001) comprises of 4 main module for 2D 
applications (Figure 2): LSE, deformation detection, preparing script file, and graphics 
presentation (linking with AutoCAD).  

 

 
Figure 2- Program DEFORM99  



4.   GPSAD2000 
 
GPSAD2000 is a windows based software system specially developed for 3D applications, 
and consists of 3 module: GPS baseline adjustment via LSE, deformation detection and 
visualization analysis (Figure 3). GPSAD2000 employs 3 types of LSE solutions based on 
the selected datum, i.e. minimum constraint, minimum trace (free network) and partial 
minimum trace. For deformation detection, both GPSAD2000 and DEFORM99 use the 
method of congruency testing, S-transformation and single point test (Halim & Bong, 
2000). 

 
Figure 3- Program GPSAD 2000  

 

5.   CONVERT 
 
CONVERT is an interface program for linking STARNET V6 and DEFORM99/ 
GPSAD2000 in one environment (Figure 4). This program extracts and converts variance 
covariance matrix (and other relevant information) in the *.dmp file into a suitable input 
format (*.def file) for DEFORM99 and GPSAD2000. Example of the *.def file is shown in 
Figure 5. 
 

                           
Figure 4- Program CONVERT                                                      Figure 5- Def file  

 



6.   The procedure for deformation detection 
 
The procedure for deformation detection is summarised below: 
 
Step 1. 
LSE and generation of *.dmp file for each epoch using STARNET (Figure 6). Determine 
STARNET setting using Project options (ADJUSTMENT, GENERAL, INSTRUMENT, 
LISTING FILE, OTHER FILES, SPECIAL, GPS, MODELING).  
 

Make new Project file Prepare input data Special Setting (project)

Dump file
LSE

 
Figure 6- Procedure using STARNET 

 
The *.dmp files are generated by using OTHER FILES setting and SPECIAL setting. In 
OTHER FILES setting, users need to select CREATE STATION INFORMATION DUMP 
(DMP) FILE FOR VARIAN MATRIX, and INCLUDE RELATIVE CONNECTION 
COVARIANCE FOR COVARIANCE MATRIX (Figure 7). In SPECIAL SETTING, 
select PERFORM CHECK ON SPECIFIED CONNECTIONS, and click on ALL 
CONNECTIONS (Figure 8). 
 



 
       Figure  7- Other files setting                                Figure 8- Special setting 

Step 2. 
Conversion of .dmp files into input files (*.def files) using CONVERT (Figure 9).  
 

Main 2D or 3D Provisional Coordinate

Epoch 1 & 2Process - CONVERT Create Def File 

Input –Dump file, LST file
Output – Def file

 
Figure 9- Procedure using CONVERT 

Step 3. 
Deformation detection using DEFORM99 and GPSAD 2000 (Figure 10 and Figure 11). 



2D Graphic presentation 

Deformation Detection Main Menu 

Script File For AutoCad 

 
Figure 10- Procedure using DEFORM99 

 

Graphic presentation 

Deformation Detection 

Main Menu 

 
Figure 11- Procedure using GPSAD2000 

 
7.   Results 
 
Figure 12 shows examples of 2D and 3D deformation detection. Details on the data input, 
processing, output and interpretation are given in Figure 13. 



 

2D deformation detection 3D deformation detection

Provisional 
coordinates

Deformation 
analysis

Graphic 
presentation 

 
Figure 12- Examples of deformation detection 

 

2D deformation detection 3D deformation detection

Data input

Processing

Output

Interpretation

•Angle & Horizontal Distance •Angle ,Slope Distance & height diff

•Using STARNET for LSE
•Program DEFORM99 for 
deformation detection
•Using partial minimum trace as 
initial datum definition

•Using STARNET for LSE
•Program GPSAD2000 for 
deformation detection
•Using partial minimum trace as 
initial datum definition

Total Station = 6
Number of Datum Stations/stable = 3
Number of Datum Stations/moved  = 0
Number of non-datum stns/stable = 2
Number of non-datum stns/moved  = 1

Total Station = 6
Number of Datum Stations /stable = 4
Number of Datum Stations /moved  = 0
Number of non-datum stns/stable = 0
Number of non-datum stns/moved  = 2

•Graphic presentation in 
AutoCAD script format (*.Scr)
•Linking with AutoCAD to view 
graphic

•Graphic presentation (built-in)
•Export to Autocad *.Dxf format
•Save graphic as picture (Gif, 
Bitmap & Meta file)

 
Figure 13- Summary of analysis  

8.   Conclusions 
 
This study focuses on the applications of STARNET, a powerful and popular windows-
based commercial LSE software, for 2D and 3D deformation detection. STARNET 

 



provides special setting for generating the *.dmp files, which contain the necessary 
information (especially variance covariance matrix) for deformation detection purposes. 
 
Consequently, an interface program called CONVERT was developed, for linking 
STARNET and our in-house deformation detection software (GPSAD2000 and 
DEFORM99). It is hoped that surveyors might be beneficial from the integration of 
STARNET with other software for deformation surveying applications. 
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